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Author Guidelines

First, article submissions should be research-based. Generally, the papers are composed of at the maximum of 9,000 words.

Second, articles are evaluated using some combination of the following criteria:

(1) How useful and original are the ideas presented?;
(2) How thoroughly does the author consider implications for the scholarship, and also for teaching and learning in sociology and anthropology?

(3) How well developed is the basic analytical point?

(4) Is there sociological theory and/or analysis?

(5) How thoroughly and accurately does the author ground the paper in the literature?

(6) Are there articles in KOMUNITAS: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INDO

(7) How extensively does the author extend previous ideas and bring some intellectual closure to the topic?

(8) How sound is the methodology and how accurately do the presented results reflect the data?

(9) How well written is the paper?

(10) How well integrated is the paper?

(11) How well organized is the paper?

(12) Does the manuscript discuss the social context of the research (e.g., size of classes, content of classes, type of institutions involved, any prerequisites, etc.)?

Third, For papers written in Bahasa Indonesia, the manuscript should follow this systematic:

JUDUL, IDENTITAS PENULIS, INSTITUSI DAN ALAMAT LENGKAP, ABSTRAK, PENDAHULUAN, METODE PENELITIAN, HASIL DAN PEMBAHASAN, SIMPULAN, DAFTAR PUSTAKA.

Fourth, articles written in Bahasa Indonesia should be provided with English translation of the article. The abstracts are also written in two languages: Bahasa Indonesia and English.

Fifth, KOMUNITAS: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INDO

Sixth, KOMUNITAS: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INDO

https://journal.unnes.ac.id/nju/index.php/komunitas/about/submissions#authorGuidelines
IN-TEXT CITATIONS

• Identify each source at the appropriate point in the text by the last name of the author or authors, year of publication, and pagination (if needed). Examples:

  • Glaser and Strauss (1969) discussed the importance....

  • Declining enrollments pose a threat to the faculty (Huber 1985, p. 375-82)

  • Merton (1940, 1945) argues....

• In the first in-text citation of items with four or more names, use the first author’s last name plus the words “et al.” List all names only when “et al.” would cause confusion. In citations with three or fewer authors, all authors’ last names should be listed the first time the reference is cited.

• When two authors in your reference list have the same last name, use identifying initial, as in in (J. Smith 1990).

• When you cite more than one source, the preference is that authors alphabetize citations within parentheses, as follows:

  • ...issues that both faculty and students are expected to address (DeMartini 1983; Lynch and Smith 1985; Rippertoe 1977).

Submission Preparation Checklist

As part of the submission process, authors are required to check off their submission's compliance with all of the following items, and submissions may be returned to authors that do not adhere to these guidelines.

1.

Privacy Statement

The names and email addresses entered in this journal site will be used exclusively for the stated purposes of this journal and will not be made available for any other purpose or to any other party.
Author Fees

This journal charges the following author fees.

**Article Submission FREE: 0.00 (IDR)**
Authors are required to pay an Article Submission Fee as part of the submission process to contribute to review costs.

**Fast-Track Review FREE: 0.00 (IDR)**
With the payment of this fee, the review, editorial decision, and author notification on this manuscript is guaranteed to take place within 4 weeks.

If you do not have funds to pay such fees, you will have an opportunity to waive each fee. We do not want fees to prevent the publication of worthy work.